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Finalists for University President Speak at Public

By CONNER WOODRUFF
REPORTER

Ideas for the future of Marshall University were proposed
to the public by the five finalists for the university president’s
position.
Throughout the week of Oct. 11, five candidates set to
succeed President Jerome Gilbert: Dr. Bernard Arulanandam,
Dr. Bret Danilowicz, Dr. Robyn Hannigan, Dr. Kathy Johnson
and Brad Smith, spoke with the public in the Arthur Weisberg
Family Applied Engineering Complex about their plans for
the school.
Each of the five candidates were given five to 10 minutes to
individually propose their plans of action for the university
if they are elected. They also discussed their backgrounds,
experiences and different qualities that they possess that they
believe would make them the ideal candidate. After their
respective speeches, each candidate was given roughly 30
minutes to take questions from anybody at the event.
According to the University’s Presidential Search Committee’s
timeline, the university Board of Governors will make the final
decision on Marshall’s next president on Oct. 28.
Dr. Bernard Arulanandam, vice president for research,
economic development, and knowledge enterprise at the
University of Texas at San Antonio, talked about the
importance of collaboration and ensuring student success.
“Really everything that we do is really to maximize the
potential of our students,” Arulanandam said. “So, number
one is student success.”
He also stressed the importance of how the university responds
to and gets past the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly how
the return will shape the university’s future.
He said he feels that with his experience in academia and
his experience with the school of medicine, he can carefully
address a variety of issues present on campus.
Dr. Bret Danilowicz has served as provost and vice president
for academic affairs at Florida Atlantic University since
July 2018. Before this, Danilowicz served in administrative
positions at several other universities around the world since
the early 2000’s.
Danilowicz said he believes that as president, he can help
Marshall’s retention rate, and can address the divide between
young adults who choose to work after high school and young
adults who choose to go to college.
“What we are seeing here is a national divide,” Danliwoicz
said. “Students are going to have to decide if they are going
to attend university for four years or if they are going to go
work.”
His plan to address this divide features Marshall encouraging
and helping students to get employment during their time at
the school so they have both adequate experience and access
to their careers upon graduating.
Dr. Robyn Hannigan, provost of Clarkson University since
August 2019, said her skills as a decision maker and entrepreneur
make her the perfect fit for the role of Marshall’s president.

She said she wants to confront the university’s dwindling forward to those who invested in me,”
state funding and said the school can use somebody like her in Smith said.
The next update regarding the
the face of a possible fiscal crisis.
“I do not believe that we have any longer the luxury of looking presidential search will be on Oct.
to the state to support us and our goals,” Hannigan said. “You 28 during the presidential search
need someone who knows how to make decisive action that is committee’s board meeting, where
they are expected to announce the new
going to guarantee success over the coming years.”
Hannigan said her skills as an entrepreneur are valuable for president.
addressing the issues of the university’s financial wellbeing. “I
have raised over $50 million in philanthropic support,” she Conner Woodruff, woodruff9@
marshall.edu
said.
Dr. Kathy Johnson, executive vice chancellor and chief
academic officer of Indiana University-Purdue University
Indianapolis, said Marshall University has the potential to
excel as a bigtime player in the state of West Virginia and
the nation when it comes to creating beneficial educational
relationships.
She said universities and other institutions with large
influences have a responsibility to reach out to and help
students around their area. She said encouraging students to
travel to Marshall University from around the world would
allow them to stay in the area after graduation to help the state
and build strong international relationships.
Brad D. Smith Bret Danilowicz
“I really think that public institutions in our country have a
really important role to play,” Johnson said. “A tremendously
important obligation to our community.”
She said she can make these propositions a reality with
her grounded mindset and previous experiences. “I am very
comfortable with and eager to engage deeply with data and
information to help advise with decision making,” Johnson
said. “I love solving problems.”
Brad Smith, former CEO of Intuit and co-founder of the
Wing 2 Wing foundation, said he believes his unique line of
experiences compared to other candidates would make him
the ideal modern candidate. Unlike other candidates, Smith
has a history with Marshall University. He is an alum and his
significant donations and contributions to the university over Robyn Hannigan Kathy Johnson
his adult life led to Marshall’s new school of business building
to be named after him.
“I am non-traditional candidate for this kind of job,” Smith
admits. “One out of five universities and colleges in the United
States are served by a president or chancellor that came from
outside academia.”
He said with rising concerns regarding the place of universities
around the modern world, action needs to be taken to prevent
disaster.
“In higher learning we are not of need,” Smith said. “50% of
the nation’s colleges and universities will close or go bankrupt
in the next 10 to 15 years.”
As an alum, Smith said he feels a responsibility to do his part
in helping the school. “We consider any opportunity to serve
Bernard Arulanandam
Marshall in any capacity as the ultimate privilege to pay it
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Marshall University Launches Cyber Forensics and Security Institute
By CATHERINE BLANKENSHIP

REPORTER
Marshall University launched the Cyber Forensics
and Security Instituteon Wednesday at the Weisberg
Applied Engineering Complex.
The college invited numerous speakers and guests to
speak and cut the opening ribbon.
Marshall representatives said the goal of the Institute
is to create partnership and unity among other programs to have the most efficient cyber security possible.
The institute will be compiled of forensic scientists,
cybersecurity practitioners and policy professionals to
solidify the ongoing needs in cybersecurity through extensive research, time consumption, and knowledgeable
programs.
The ICS will offer four types of college degrees and
two different colleges, according to David Dampier, dean
of the College of Engineering and Computer Sciences.
This college is said to be emerging for the new ICS
generation.

“We can do research and teaching to expand our presence in the cyber arena,” Marshall President Jerome
Gilbert said.
“As society’s need for cybersecurity professionals continues to grow across multiple fields and industries, this
new institute will help Marshall gather and maximize its
offerings for students and make sure that each student
gets the best educational experience to achieve his or
her career goals,” Marshall Interim Provost Avinandan
“Avi” Mukherjee said.
Other speakers included Sen. Shelley Moore Capito,
R-W.Va.; Congresswoman Carol Miller, R-W.Va.; and a
representative from Sen. Joe Manchin’s, D-W.Va., office.
Shelley Moore Capito said she believes the new institute means MU can help preserve the safety of our
nation for years to come.
“Under Dr. Gilbert’s leadership, there is great work
happening at Marshall, and today’s announcement is
validation of that. It was a pleasure to support this important project and to be at today’s launch to see the

hard work of so many come to fruition here at Marshall,” Capito said.
Catherine Blankenship, blankensh403@marshall.edu

PHOTO COURTESY OF UCOMM

Students Welcomed to Experience Other Cultures
By KATLYN WORSTELL
REPORTER

PHOTO COURTESY OF UCOMM

Students attended a series of cultural presentations
by Marshall’s Undergraduate Pathway Program on Oct.
13 in the Arthur Weisberg Family Applied Engineering
Complex.

“For this event, students are asked to choose a topic
that they know and care about from their home culture
and share that with the university community,” said
Lindsey Anderson, an instructor who organized this
event. “The topics change semester to semester depending on the students and where they are from.”
Lindsey Anderson has been working with international students and has organized these presentations
for years. This semester, students from China, Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait presented.
Anderson said the program’s goal for these presentations is to give students the experience of presenting to a
wider audience than just their own classmates.
“It’s a great way to push these students outside their
normal bubble of classmates and friends,” said Anderson. “Our students always go into this extremely
nervous, but afterwards, you can just see how proud of
themselves they are, and as their instructor, I love that. I
also think it’s just a great way for our audience to learn
something new about a culture other than their own.”
PAGE EDITED AND DESIGNED BY CARTER TRUMAN | TRUMAN18@MARSHALL.EDU

COVID-19 has impacted the Cultural Series since it
started.
“We are extremely excited to be meeting in person this
semester for these presentations. We did the Cultural
Series virtually for two or three semesters and although
it was still fun, it just wasn’t the same,” said Anderson.
The Cultural Series had reserved a classroom large
enough that audience members could social distance.
Masks were required at this event.
“We definitely hope to bring back the Cultural Series
next semester and beyond because it’s such a wonderful
experience for everyone involved. Some of our students
may be participating in the International Festival that’s
coming up next month as well,” said Anderson.
For more information on the Cultural Series, other
events or how to join if interested, contact Lindsay Anderson at anderson132@marshall.edu.
Katlyn Worstell, worstell3@marshall.edu
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Pumpkin Festival Returns in Person
By ALAINA LASTER

REPORTER
After the COVID-19 pandemic cancelled festivities in 2020, the annual Milton Pumpkin Festival
returned in 2021 to continue its 35-year tradition.
The festival began in 1986, with the goal of helping farmers who raise and sell pumpkins. Now, it
has become a way for West Virginians to celebrate
the fall season.
Vendors from around the state gather to showcase
their products at the festival. There are many different items for attendees to see, from soap to wood
carvings. Each vendor runs their business in West
Virginia, whether their business is a full-time job
or a hobby.
Connie Sue Boggess of Good Horse Scents
started making her soaps and skin care products in
2011. She began selling at the festival in 2016 and has
since attended annually. They are just a few of the
many handmade creations available at the festival.
Greg Cartwright, the creator of Cartwright
creations, uses West Virginian wood to create pens.

He refers to his business as a retirement jobby, a
combination of a job and a hobby. He sells his
products mostly out of local craft shows but enjoys
custom work as well.
“I love to do special projects, somebody gets me
a piece of wood from the old family barn, and I
can make pens for the family for Christmas,” said
Cartwright.
Of the 55 counties in West Virginia, Cartwright
has collected wood from all except four. His collection includes wood from Marshall’s campus. He
has wood from an old pew that was in the Campus
Christian Center, wood from the original shelving
of Morrow Library and trees that had been torn
down on campus.
Terri Holly produces handmade jewelry out of
her art glass studio, The Fire Within.
“It is Kiln-formed glass, so you fire it in a kiln at
about 1500 degrees, so a lot of these pieces have been
fired at least twice,” Holly said. “They are usually
fired at least twice. The first firing fuses the glass
together, while the second firing I have to usually
grind down and reshape it, and then fire it again.”

She has many different necklaces and charms
that fit different themes. She began attending the
pumpkin Festival three years ago and has been
making her jewelry for about six years.
Advisor Brooke Neal has been attending the festival since 2016 to sell their homemade apple butter.
“We actually just started out with regular and
sugar free, we have also added vanilla and maple,”
Neal said. “This year we also made pumpkin butter,
and it seems to be a hit so far!”
Neal and her husband are advisors of their apple
butter company, where they teach students to produce fresh apple butter as a part of their agricultural
education. They plan to continue to attend in the
future.
The annual Pumpkin Festival will continue
for upcoming years providing opportunities for
local vendors as well as events and activities for the
attendees.
Alaina Laster, laster3@marshall.edu
ALAINA LASTER | THE PARTHENON

New Wind Farms Would Dot U.S. Coastlines Under Biden Plan
By MATTHEW DALY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON (AP) — Seven major offshore
wind farms would be developed on the East and
West coasts and in the Gulf of Mexico under a
plan announced Wednesday by the Biden administration.
The projects are part of President Joe Biden’s
plan to deploy 30 gigawatts of offshore wind energy
by 2030, generating enough electricity to power
more than 10 million homes.
Interior Secretary Deb Haaland said her department hopes to hold lease sales by 2025 off the coasts
of Maine, New York and the mid-Atlantic, as well
as the Carolinas, California, Oregon and the Gulf
of Mexico. The projects are part of Biden’s plan
to address global warming and could avoid about
78 million metric tons of planet-warming carbon
dioxide emissions, while creating up to 77,000 jobs,
officials said.

“The Interior Department is laying out an ambitious road map as we advance the administration’s
plans to confront climate change, create goodpaying jobs and accelerate the nation’s transition to
a cleaner energy future,” Haaland said. “We have
big goals to achieve a clean energy economy and
Interior is meeting the moment.”
In addition to offshore wind, the Interior Department is working with other federal agencies to
increase renewable energy production on public
lands, Haaland said, with a goal of at least 25 gigawatts of onshore renewable energy from wind and
solar power by 2025.
Haaland and Amanda Lefton, director of department’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, said
officials hope to reduce potential conflicts with fishing groups and other ocean users as much as possible. “This means we will engage early and often
with all stakeholders prior to identifying any new

wind energy areas,” Lefton said in a statement.
Commercial fishing businesses have said
planned offshore wind projects off the East Coast
would make it difficult to harvest valuable seafood
species such as scallops and lobsters. Some conservation groups also fear that big turbines will kill
thousands of birds
Biden has set a goal to deploy 30 gigawatts, or
30,000 megawatts, of offshore wind power in the
United States by 2030. Meeting the target could
mean jobs for more than 44,000 workers and for
33,000 others in related employment, the White
House said.
The bureau completed its review of a construction and operations plan for the Vineyard Wind
project 15 miles off the Massachusetts coast earlier
this year. The agency is reviewing nine additional
projects, including the South Fork wind farm near
New York’s Long Island and the Ocean Wind

PAGE EDITED AND DESIGNED BY ZACHARY HISER | HISER1@MARSHALL.EDU

project off New Jersey.
Vineyard Wind is expected to produce about
800 megawatts of power and South Fork about 132
megawatts. Ocean Wind, the largest project, has a
total capacity of 1,100 megawatts, enough energy to
power 500,000 homes across New Jersey.
The administration has committed to processing

Wind Farms cont. on P11
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Michigan Senate Ok’s Accounts for Private School Tuition
By DAVID EGGERT
Associated Press
LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Children could qualify for
scholarships to attend private schools and to cover educational expenses such as tutoring under bills approved
Tuesday on party-line votes in the Republican-led Michigan Senate. The fast-tracked legislation, introduced less
than a week ago, would let individual and corporate
taxpayers claim a credit against their income taxes for
donations to nonprofit organizations, which would send
money to eligible students’ accounts. It is likely to be vetoed if it reaches Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer.
The GOP-controlled House planned to pass similar bills
later Tuesday
“Very simply, these bills are voucher schemes that have
been shamelessly introduced during a pandemic, that
would send Michigan taxpayer dollars mainly to private
and religious schools while giving generous tax benefits to
wealthy donors,” said Sen. Dayna Polehanki, a Livonia
Democrat who called the legislation unconstitutional. Supporters said the bills would boost educational opportunities

for disadvantaged kids and give parents additional choices.
“Parents should be entitled to make the best determination for their children based on the unique needs that they
have,” said Sen. Tom Barrett, a Charlotte Republican, the
sponsor of one measure.
Another sponsor, Republican Sen. Lana Theis of
Brighton, said it is time to “rethink education” amid the
coronavirus pandemic.
“We need bold, creative solutions to get parents more
involved and students back on the path of educational
success,” she said. K-12 students would be eligible if their
family income is no more than double the cutoff to receive
free or reduced-priced lunch — $98,050 for a family of
four — they have a disability or they are in foster care.
Students attending private schools could get up to
$7,830 this year, or 90% of the state’s minimum base perpupil funding. Those in households with incomes at 100%
to 200% of the free and reduced lunch program threshold
would receive less on a sliding scale.

Children enrolled in public schools could get a maximum of $500, or $1,100 if they are disabled.
The scholarships could pay for school-related expenses:
tuition, fees, tutoring, computers, software, instructional
materials, summer school, transportation costs, athletic
fees, educational therapies and school uniforms.
The Michigan Constitution says “no public monies
or property” can be used to “aid or maintain” private
schools. It is considered to be the nation’s strictest constitutional ban on providing public assistance to nonpublic
K-12 schools.
Abby Mitch, spokeswoman for Senate Majority Leader
Mike Shirkey, said the tax credits are “not public funds. It
is ostensibly private funds being reallocated through the
state to parents.” But critics, including Michigan’s largest teachers union, said the proposed voucher program is
clearly illegal.

Cambridge College to Return Looted Bronze Statue to Nigeria
ASSOCIATED PRESS
LONDON (AP) — A Cambridge University college said
Friday that it would return a looted bronze cockerel to Nigeria later this month, making it the first U.K. institution to
hand back one of the artifacts known as the Benin Bronzes.
Jesus College announced in 2019 that it would return
the Okukor, a statue that was taken from the Court of Benin in what is now Nigeria. British colonial forces took the
artwork in 1897, and it was given to the college in 1905.
The college removed it from public view in 2016 after
students protested, saying it represented a colonial narrative. The college set up a working group to examine the
legacy of slavery, and the group concluded that the statue
“belongs with the current Oba at the Court of Benin.”
The Oba of Benin is head of the historic Eweka dynasty
of the Benin Empire, centered on Benin City in modernday Nigeria.
The college said Friday that it will hand over the statue
to Nigeria’s National Commission for Museums and

Monuments in a ceremony at Cambridge on Oct. 27.
His Royal Majesty, Oba of Benin, Omo N’Oba N’Edo
Uku Akpolokpolo, Ewuare II, said he was “indeed very
pleased and commend Jesus College for taking this lead in
making restitution for the plunder that occurred in Benin
in 1897.”
“We truly hope that others will expedite the return of
our artworks, which in many cases are of religious importance to us,” he said.
Thousands of artifacts were looted after British imperial
troops occupied Benin City in 1897.
Hundreds of bronzes ended up in the British Museum in
London, and hundreds more were sold to other collections
such as the Ethnological Museum in Berlin. Germany has
said it would return the items in its possession.
The British Museum has said it doesn’t currently have
plans to return parts of its collection.
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Herd Offense Explodes Early For Road Win Over NTU
By ANDREW ROGERS
REPORTER

After a three-and-out to start the
game, the Marshall football offense
scored touchdowns on its next six
possessions to earn a 49-21 road win
over North Texas on Friday night.
The game was very lopsided after one
quarter of play. Marshall led 14-0 and
outgained North Texas 161-8.
Marshall had more first downs
(11) than UNT had yards. Both MU
touchdowns, in the first quarter, came
on the ground from quarterback Grant
Wells and running back Rasheen Ali.
“We came out with confidence,” Wells
said. “We came out like we knew how to
play, and it showed.”That confidence
carried over into the second quarter.
The Thundering Herd scored 28 more
points.
Wells was responsible for the first
three touchdowns of the second
quarter: one rushing touchdown and
two passing, one to wide receiver
Jayden Harrison and another to tight
end Xavier Gaines. Ali scored the
other Marshall touchdown in the
second on a one-yard run that gave
the Herd a commanding 42-7 lead at

halftime.
“The first half we played together
in all three phases,” Marshall firstyear head coach Charles Huff said.
“We played together as a team.”At
halftime, Marshall had 348-132
advantage in total yards. The second
quarter featured no incompletions,
turnovers or penalties. “The issues that
we’ve had in the season thus far have
all been discipline issues,” Huff said.
“That’s not just hitting someone after
the whistle. That’s blocking the right
guy, being in the right gap, wrapping
up on tackles, not false starting,
making sure we’re on the line and not
having procedural penalties. All that is
discipline.”
Neither team scored in the
third quarter and the Mean Green
outscored the Thundering Herd 14-7
in the fourth quarter, to give the Herd
the 28-point victory, 49-21. Wells
was phenomenal in the win, making
history with his arm and legs. The
reigning C-USA Freshman of the
Year completed 18 consecutive passes,
breaking the single game record held
by Eric Kresser who completed 14 in a
row over the span of two games back

in 1996. Wells threw for 323 and two
touchdowns and ran for three scores
as well. The last Marshall quarterback
to score three rushing touchdowns was
Michael Payton in 1990. “Grant took
a step tonight,” Huff said. “When he’s
comfortable, we have a chance to be
really good.”
Ali finished with 109 rushing yards
and another 50 receiving and scored
twice on the ground. Marshall finished
the game with 477 total yards of
offense. The Herd defense continues
to progress week to week. North Texas
was just five of 16 on third downs
and zero for five on fourth downs.
Sophomore linebacker Eli Neal had a
sack and an interception. Senior safety
Cory McCoy had an interception for
the second consecutive week.
Marshall football improves to 4-3
and 2-1 in Conference USA. The
Herd is off this week and will be back
in action Oct. 30, when it serves as
host to FIU.

Andrew Rogers,
rogers217@marshall.edu
Linebacker Eli Neal

Herd Women’s Tennis Finishes
Action at ITA Atlantic Regional
By JAYDEN TAYLOR
R EPORTER
The Marshall University’s women
tennis team picked up eight singles
wins, Oct. 4-5 at the ITA Atlantic
Regional in Lynchburg Virginia.
“We got some tough draws,
the ITA system switching a lot
of things over, so a lot of our
results weren’t counted towards
rankings which resulted in a lot of
crazy draws, but outside of that I
thought we actually played pretty
well, we competed well,” Marshall
women’s tennis head coach John
Mercer said.
“Liz had some good results,
Madison had some good results,
some other did as well, it was good
tennis.”

In the first day of action,
Marshall lost in doubles action to
Virginia Tech, VCU, Liberty and
West Virginia University.
But in the back draw of singles
action Marshall picked up four
singles wins, Jutte Van Hansewyck
defeated Camryn McClure of
Radford, Liz Stefancic defeated
Barad Itzaki of Virginia Tech,
Madison Ballow defeated Kirsten
Husted of Virginia Tech and
Emma Vanderheyden defeated
Emma Fernald of William &
Mary.
In the second day of action,
Marshall garnered four more
singles wins.
Ballow defeated Sara Salemyr
of Richmond, Stefancic defeated
Kirsten Husted of Virginia Tech,

Vanderheyden defeated Eloise
Saraty of Liberty, Reike Gillar
defeated Elisa van Meeteren of
William and Mary.
Gabrielle Clairotte said about
her team’s performance, “I feel
like we are really improving, each
tournament we are getting better,
we are really supporting each
other, I really like the atmosphere,
it’s really nice.”
Marshall women’s tennis will be
back on the court Friday Oct. 22 –
Monday Oct. 25in Charlottesville
Virginia, in the Atlantic Super
Regional.

Courtesy of herdzone.com

Remaining Football Schedule
10/30
11/6
vs FIU @FAU

11/20
11/13
11/27
vs UAB @UNCC vs WKU

Remaining Men’s Soccer Schedule

Jayden Taylor,
taylor838@marshall.edu
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10/23
@UNCC

10/30
vs USC

11/05
vs FIU

Remaining Volleyball Schedule
10/22 - 10/23
vs UNCC

11/5 - 11/6
vs FIU
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Marshall Men’s Soccer
Team Breaks Program
Record
By NOAH HICKMAN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Graduate student Pedro Dolabella winding up for the golden goal | Courtesy of HerdZone

ALL THE LATEST HERD
NEWS IN YOUR INBOX
Breaking news, highlights and stories
emailed to you from The Herald-Dispatch.
Other Available Newsletter:
• Daily News Headlines
• Weekend Events
• Breaking News

SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTERS TODAY:
www.herald-dispatch.com
1. Click on news tab in green bar
2. Click on sign up for our email newsletters
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After five stifling performances by the Marshall defense, there was much anticipation that the
men’s soccer team would break the program record by not allowing a goal in six consecutive
games.
On Saturday, they did just that — and it was needed — as it took until the 106th minute of
double overtime for midfielder Pedro Dolabella to score the golden goal for the Herd to emerge
victorious in a 1-0 win against the UAB Blazers.
Dolabella said that more than anything, he’s happy the team got the victory.
“Honestly the first feeling is always relief,” Dolabella said. “The first goal always is to win the
regular season, and if we didn’t win tonight that makes it even tougher.”
The graduate student has taken his game to the next level and is a major reason why the defending national champions are staying consistent and ranked No. 3 in the country.
Dolabella has scored five goals in the last four games and has put up a season stat line of eight
goals, five assists and a shot-on-goal percentage of .577.
Even with the accomplishments and accolades of the team this season, it has taken everything
from the Herd to get where they are today.
Head Coach Chris Grassie said that part of the reason is due to Marshall’s opponents having
a different game plan.
“It looks like some teams now are coming in here and looking to try and get away with a tie,”
Grassie said. “They are not committing any numbers forward. Some of these games that we
have had at home, the teams are just kind of sitting in and not looking for too much on the
counter attack.”
Marshall has a record of 8-1-3; the three ties are tied for second most in C-USA.
The Herd is in first place at the moment in the C-USA standings as they have a conference
record of 3-0-2.
Conversely, the Blazers are last in the standings with an overall record of 2-9 and a C-USA
record of 0-4, respectively. Even with the Blazers losing, Grassie said that the UAB game was
an obstacle the team had to overcome.
“There was a little bit of frustration creeping into the team, I think, but all credit to our guys
they shook it off,” Grassie said. “They were able to come back together, and remember who
they were, and remember why they love doing this, and that they love doing it together.”
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OP-ED
It’s Time for Joe Manchin to Continue to Step
Up and Defend West Virginia’s Energy Interests

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is
published by students Wednesdays during the regular semester
and every other week during the summer. The editorial staff is
responsible for news and editorial content.

CONTACT The Parthenon: 109 Communications Bldg
Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@
marshall.edu
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It’s not often that something you hear in passing
on the evening news stops you dead in your tracks –
especially when it’s something as commonplace as a
cable news interview with a United States Senator.
But when Senator Ed Markey (D-MA) proclaimed
to America that the so-called “Green New Deal”
pushed by anti-growth climate activists was “in the
DNA” of the $3.5 trillion, multi-thousand-page,
big government socialism bill being written by
Congress, it sent shivers down my spine, as it should
for every hard-working West Virginia family.
With each passing day that Congress debates
the fine details over how many trillions to add
to the national debt and which progressive wish
list items to put on our grandkids’ credit card, it
becomes increasingly worrisome that West Virginia
communities like ours will be left out in the cold
with higher heating bills and fewer jobs to pay
them. By the looks of things, the special interests are
treating this spending bill as a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to line their pockets and stack the deck
against ordinary families and small businesses that
don’t have armies of Washington, DC lobbyists and
powerful political connections to do their bidding.
Simply put, West Virginians can’t afford for this bill
to become law.
For starters, the Green New Deal policies contained
in this legislation would put at risk nearly 50,000
jobs in West Virginia with typical pay around $23
per hour, devastating individuals and families just
as they are starting to get back on their feet and
recover from the pandemic-induced recession.
At the same time President Biden asks foreign
countries to increase their energy production, his
big government socialism bill would threaten U.S.
energy independence.
In addition to the prospect of lost jobs and
livelihoods, West Virginia families like ours would
be threatened with higher energy prices as the
federal government punishes electricity providers
that don’t meet arbitrary bureaucratic benchmarks
set forth in the euphemistically named “Clean
Electricity Performance Program” that has been
called a “marquee component” of this bill and
a “central plank in the Biden administration’s

approach to forcing carbon-emitting generation off
the electricity grid.”
Yikes. We would be far better off if the federal
government imposed a performance program on
itself instead of on struggling families, and lowincome seniors are most vulnerable of all.
As if this weren’t bad enough, the bill would also
give $10 billion in taxpayer dollars to establish a
government program called the “Civilian Climate
Corps.” The CCC would create an army of climate
activists to serve as unofficial lobbyists and, as one
prominent activist group supporting the initiative
says, “confront the interlocking crises of climate
change, environmental and racial injustice, and
economic inequality.” Many CCC employees would
become “educators” for communities, undoubtedly
instructed to preach the left’s green agenda and
the evils of fossil fuels. Imagine that – your tax
dollars going to pay for activists to show up on your
doorstep and scold you on how much you’re hurting
the environment, right after the bill that gave them
funding also cost you your job.
While Senator Ed Markey may be unconcerned
about giving up America’s energy independence
and high-paying jobs, energy production is a core
part of West Virginia’s culture and economy. We
elected Senator Joe Manchin to represent our
interests, and now is the time for him to continue
to stand up for us against this radical agenda. The
lobbyists, insiders, and elites who frequent the DC
cocktail circuit know how to take care of themselves
at the rest of our expense. What West Virginia’s
energy workers and families need now is for Senator
Manchin to vote against this massive bill and ensure
it does not become law, just like the rest of the
country is depending on our elected leaders to stop
this disastrous big government socialism bill in its
tracks before it’s too late and we’ve lost sight of our
country.
Delegate Amy Summer, R-Taylor, was first elected
in 2014 and serves as Majority Leader of the West
Virginia House of Delegates.

The Parthenon is committed to publishing a wide variety of opinions and
perspectives. If you wish to send a letter to the editor for publication, email
parthenon@marshall.edu.
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Why We Should and Shouldn’t Pick Each
Presidental Finalist

By TYLER SPENCE

OPINION

Managing Editor

Over the past week, the final five candidates for Marshall University visited campus and held Q&A style discussions with staff,
faculty, and students. The search began at the end of last semester,
after current university President Dr. Jerry Gilbert announced his
resignation that would take place the following summer. This list
and its recommendations are based on the discussions each candidate had, their curriculum vitae and resume and any proposed
ideas mentioned in their discussions.
Robyn E. Hannigan, currently serves as provost for Clarkson
University in Potsdam, New York. Dr Hannigan’s strengths lie in
her own experience as a first-generation college student, and her
combined experience at the University of Massachusetts Boston
and Clarkson University. UMass Boston is a midsize public urban
university that has a considerable amount of commuter students.
Her time at a much smaller and rural private institution at Clarkson
University would likely help Dr. Hannigan understand the culture
surrounding the uniqueness Appalachia and West Virginia. However, it is unclear whether or not Dr. Hannigan’s experience would
lead to success in the bureaucratic aspects of being a public university president - specifically dealing with the state legislature and the
ever-decreasing state funding for higher education - but she does
have experience establishing new revenue streams. Hannigan’s experience leads to a president who is faculty and student driven, and
it is clear she understands how important higher education is in
regions often considered left behind.
Brad D. Smith, former CEO of Intuit Inc, co-founder of the
Wing 2 Wing Foundation, Current Executive Chairman of the
Board of Directors of Intuit. Mr. Smith is unique among the candidates. He is the only finalist who is a Marshall University alumnus
and the only who does not have any experience working in higher
education. Mr. Smith understand the learning curve may be steep,
and acknowledges a strong provost and administration will be necessary to achieve success. Smith’s strengths are found in his genuine
care and connection to Marshall University, Huntington, and the
state as a whole. He also has experience working with state and
federal governments as well as community stakeholders in a way
that may be something relatively impossible to compare to the
other candidates. Mr. Smith also seems to deeply understand the
future of technology and work, in greater ways than other candidates. In my opinion, the controversy surrounding Mr. Smith being

considered for university president have been exaggerated. Mr.
Smith was not planning on being considered for this position when
he donated $25 million to the university a few years ago, and there
is no way he could have predicted the role would be open. Much of
this controversy seems to stem out of a fear of many progressives
of any wealthy businessman stepping into something outside of his
area of expertise - as if every wealthy businessman is as chaotic
and harmful as former President Trump. It is clear Mr. Smith is
running because he cares about the future of the university - with
no asterisk. Although his experience is wide spread, and intelligence
and charisma can do wonders, his lack of experience in higher
education, especially as a faculty member, needs to be seriously considered. His ideas of expanding Marshall to have a higher number
of online degrees to generate revenue seem interesting in theory,
but need to be fleshed out. Mr. Smith deserves to be considered like
any other candidate, with his ideas and experienced compared as
evenly as possible with the other finalists.
Kathy E. Johnson, currently serves as Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer at Indiana University Purdue
University Indianapolis. Dr. Johnson has experience as psychology
professor and as a dean, and overseeing a Division of Undergraduate Education. This gives her the knowledge and ability to work
with deans and improve programs from the inside out. Dr. Johnson
believes strengthening our programs will be the best way to recruit
out-of-state students and to keep graduates in the region. Dr. Johnson also has experience working with a performance-based funding
model in her state, something that she believes would be beneficial for Marshall if West Virginia moves to that model. It is clear
Dr. Johnson has the experience and pedigree that would make her
an effective president, especially when working with state governments. Dr. Johnson is one of the strongest candidates remaining,
however the goals of bringing in outside students has always been
more challenging at Marshall compared to other public universities. One of President Gilbert’s biggest challenges has been the
shrinking enrollment which he expected to grow when he became
president. It is yet to be seen how differently her approach would be
when comparing her strategy to President Gilbert’s, which will be
an essential part of Marshall’s success in the future.
Bernard P. Arulanandam, currently serves as the Vice
President for Research, Economic Development and Knowledge
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Enterprise at the University of Texas San Antonio and is a professor
in biology at the Department of Microbiology and Immunology.
Dr. Arulanandam is likely the choice for the candidate most likely to
increase the capacity for research taking place at Marshall. His experience as a leader in his university, developing research initiatives,
and receiving grants. It would be likely that Marshall would seek
to achieve R1 status with his encouragement. Dr. Arulanandam
believes how Marshall gets out of the COVID-19 pandemic will
be crucial to the university’s future. His vision of Marshall working
much closer with K-12 education is something he and Dr. Danilowicz believe to be essential for the future of enrollment. Although his
pedigree is impressive, the response to COVID-19 that he considers
to be essential seems to be overstated and largely done. Marshall
has had an effective response and boasts an 80% vaccination rate
through President Gilbert. It would be difficult imagining how important having an expert in this field leading the university will be
going into 2022.
Bret S. Danilowicz, currently provost and vice president for
Academic Affairs at Florida Atlantic University, and formerly
served as Dean of College of Arts and Sciences at Oklahoma
State University. Dr. Danilowicz understands the relationship between the president and the provost and the faculty extremely well.
His ideas of releasing some of the burden placed on the faculty
with the current 4/4 schedule with slightly larger class sizes and a
more balanced mix of online or hybrid classes are long overdue.
Dr. Danilowicz also understands how important of an issue declining enrollment is, and has a multi-pronged approach to how
stabilize enrollment and cause it to grow. Dr. Danilowicz also spoke
about the importance of athletics and finding an athletic director as
Conference-USA seems to be about to split apart. Dr. Danilowicz
is a strong candidate and leader with a wide array of ideas and
experience, and has overseen a large boost in four-year graduation
rates. However, it is unclear how well he understands the region
and how much experience he has working with state government.
Dr. Danilowicz acknowledged the lack of understanding in all of
the issues Marshall is facing, specifically with diversity, equity, and
inclusion, but his leadership and prior experience should make
him capable to finding and implementing solutions.
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Delicate GOP Dance for Trump, Youngkin in Virginia Gov Race

Virginia gubernatorial candidates, Democrat Terry McAuliffe left, and Republican Glenn Youngkin
appear during the Virginia FREE leadership luncheon, in McLean, Va., on Sept. 1, 2021.

By JILL COLVIN and SARAH RANKIN
Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — When Donald Trump rallied Republicans this past
week to vote for Glenn Youngkin for governor in Virginia, the former president
called in to a gathering of die-hard supporters. That may be the closest he gets to
campaigning in the most closely watched election of 2021.
While schedules could change in the final weeks of the race, the two are not
expected to turn out together in person before the Nov. 2 election against Democrat
Terry McAuliffe.
“Is Trump going to come to Virginia? Yes. But it will be after the election for
a victory rally,” said conservative talk show host John Fredericks, who served as
Trump’s campaign chairman in the state and also organized Wednesday’s event.
Youngkin’s campaign confirmed Friday it does not have any plans for surrogates to
join him before Election Day.
The dynamic reflects the complex balancing act between Trump and Youngkin and
could emerge as a model for other Republicans who face competitive campaigns
in 2022.
Trump is the most popular figure in GOP politics and is eager to remain engaged.
Youngkin needs Trump’s supporters to come out and cannot risk giving Trump a
reason to turn on him in the race’s final weeks. But Youngkin must avoid being tied
too closely to someone who is unpopular in crucial swaths of the state, particularly
the suburbs that surround Washington, D.C., and Richmond.
Youngkin steered clear of the Wednesday event that also featured longtime Trump
strategist Steve Bannon. He soon could find himself charged with contempt for
refusing to cooperate with a U.S. House committee investigating the Capitol riot.
The Republican rally drew outrage after attendees recited the Pledge of Allegiance
to a flag that the emcee said had been flown at the Jan. 6 insurrection. Youngkin
later criticized the use of that flag.
While Trump remains the most powerful force in the party nine months after
leaving office, he lost Virginia by 10 percentage points in 2020 and is viewed

favorably by just 44% of likely voters in the state, according to a recent Fox News poll.
If Trump were to hold a rally in the state, “it would be a disaster for Youngkin,” said Bob
Holsworth, a longtime political analyst in the state, adding, “The more he shows up and the more
he participates, the worse off it is for Youngkin.”
At the rally, Trump praised Youngkin as “a great gentleman,” while also spreading lies about the
2020 election he lost to Democrat Joe Biden.
Democrats quickly condemned what they said was “Donald Trump’s insurrectionist rally.”
McAuliffe’s campaign cut an ad featuring Trump’s praise for Youngkin, and the Democratic
nominee held a new conference to criticize his opponent, for his focus on “dangerous conspiracy
theories” and his initial silence on the event itself.
Trump has little to gain by spending much more political capital on the race.
If Youngkin wins, Trump is sure to try to take credit, citing his participation in Wednesday’s rally,
his May endorsement and any future efforts to get out the vote. If Youngkin loses, Trump can
blame him for not aligning himself more closely with the former president.
“The only guys that win are the guys that embrace the MAGA movement,” Trump said in an
interview with Fredericks. “When they try and go down a railroad track, you know, ‘Hey, oh yeah,
sure, I love it, love it. Oh yeah, I love Trump, love Trump, OK, let’s go, next subject.’ When they
do that, they never win. They never win. They have to embrace it.”
Youngkin’s campaign hasn’t featured many big name surrogates at his events, but McAuliffe
has summoned Democratic star power. Biden has appeared with McAuliffe and the ex-governor’s
campaign told The Associated Press that the president will return before the vote. First lady Jill
Biden joined McAuliffe at a rally Friday and former President Barack Obama will campaign with
him this coming week.
Representatives for Trump did not respond to questions about the race. Youngkin’s campaign did
not respond to questions about Trump.
Youngkin has aimed his pitch more toward moderate and independent voters since winning
the primary. During that campaign, Youngkin declined to say whether Biden was fairly elected.
Youngkin has since said he believes Biden was — and that he does not believe there was significant
fraud in the 2020 election.
Instead of following in the mold of other blue-state Republican governors like Maryland’s
Larry Hogan and Massachusetts’ Charlie Baker, Youngkin has run on a solidly conservative set
of platforms. He has embraced some GOP culture war issues and promised to help reject the “left
liberal progressive agenda” that he says is shaping Virginia.
After mostly pivoting away from his focus on election integrity in the nomination contest, he’s
centered campaign appearances and ads on crime, taxes, school choice and other issues.
Democrats have criticized him for recent remarks about auditing the state’s voting machines and
for campaigning with state Sen. Amanda Chase, a prominent promoter of election falsehoods
who’s garnered the nickname “Trump in heels.”
Youngkin has also previously said Trump “represents so much of why I’m running.”
“What Youngkin is trying to do is he’s attempting to maintain the MAGA base while absorbing the
suburban defectors from the Democrats. And that’s tough,” said Holsworth,
Fredericks said it was a winning strategy.
“Here’s why Glenn Youngkin is going to win: We’re holding the Trump base together by a thread,”
he said. “Glenn Youngkin and this campaign has never abandoned the core principles that are
important to Trump voters, not one day.”
Former Republican Gov. Jim Gilmore said Youngkin has done a good job of keeping the race
tightly focused on his candidacy.
“I think that nationalizing this campaign is not helpful to either of the candidates,” he said.
“Glenn’s got to be his own man” and “run his own” race, said former U.S. Rep. Tom Davis, who
represented a northern Virginia district for 14 years.
Davis said he thinks Virginia voters are more concerned about Biden, whose approval rating has
slumped, than Trump. People voted for Biden “to get Donald Trump out of their living room,” he
said. “But they didn’t vote for all this stuff that Biden’s bringing with him. And I think they’re going
to pump the brakes.”
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Wind Farms Continued
the 13 other projects currently under federal
review by 2025.
The ocean energy agency has said it is targeting offshore wind projects in shallow waters near
Long Island and New Jersey. A recent study shows
the area can support up to 25,000 development
and construction jobs by 2030, the Interior
Department said.
Heather Zichal, a former climate adviser to
President Barack Obama who now leads the
American Clean Power Association, a renewable
energy group, said Biden’s goal for offshore wind
was “ambitious but achievable.” Wind power is
an essential part of the goal to reach 100 percent
carbon pollution-free electricity by 2035, she said.
In a related announcement, the Energy Department said it is spending $11.5 million to study
risks that offshore wind development may pose
to birds, bats and marine mammals, and survey

changes in commercial fish and marine invertebrate populations at an offshore wind site on the
East Coast.
The department will spend $2 million on visual
surveys and acoustic monitoring of marine mammals and seabirds at potential wind sites on the
West Coast.
“In order for Americans living in coastal areas
to see the benef its of offshore wind, we must
ensure that it’s done with care for the surrounding
ecosystem by coexisting with fisheries and marine
life – and that’s exactly what this investment will
do,’’ Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm said
in a news release.
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SACRED HEART
CATHOLIC CHURCH
2015 Adams Ave. Huntington, WV
304-429-4318

Visit our website for Worship Services
and for other times of Bible study, worship, and activities
for children, youth, and adults.

www.fifthavenuebaptist.org
304-523-0115

HD-457561

Rev. Fr. Thomas

Sunday Mass: 11:00a.m.
Daily Masses: 12:05 on
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
Confession by appointment

St. Joseph Roman
Catholic Church
HUNTINGTON, WV
526 13th Street
(304) 525-5202

Father Shaji Thomas

OUR LADY OF FATIMA
Catholic Parish & Parish School

545 Norway Ave., Huntington • 304-525-0866

Mass Schedule:
Saturday Vigil 5:00 pm
Sunday 8 am, 11:00 am & 6:30 pm
Confession: Saturday 3:30 - 4:30 pm
or by appointment

www.ourfatimafamily.com
Father Tijo George, Pastor
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Pastor: Msgr. Dean Borgmeyer
Sunday Mass Schedule
Saturday Vigil: 4:30 pm
Sunday: 8:00 am, 10:00 am,
12:00 Noon, 5:30 pm
Confessions
Saturday 8:25 am
Saturday 3:30 pm-4:25 pm
or by appointment

HD-457560

1135 Fifth Avenue
Corner of Fifth Avenue & 12th Street in downtown Huntington
Sunday Morning Worship – 10:45 am
Social distancing & wearing masks required

Mass Times: Sat. 5:00pm, Sun. 9am,
Confessions on Sat. 4:30pm-4:45pm or
anytime by appointment
Office Hours Mon-Fri. 9am-12pm

828 15th St. (on 9th Ave) Htgn.
248-996-3960

HD-457558

Fifth Avenue Baptist Church

St. Peter Claver
Catholic Church

HD-457557

To advertise on this page,
call Brenda at (304) 526-2752

HD-457559

HD-459288

CATHOLIC
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Profile: Assistant Athletic Director for Media Relations, Jason Corriher
By ANDREW ROGERS
REPORTER

Staying involved in sports even after the game
is played is important to Marshall’s Assistant
Athletic Director for Media Relations, Jason
Corriher.
In November of Corriher’s junior year, he
walked into NC State’s internship office and
started interning with the sports information
staff.

Photo by Jack Kelley

Corriher credits this internship opportunity
for helping keep his desire for sports.
“I had played sports my entire life, from age
five to 18,” Corriher said. “Unless you’re an
elite athlete, sometimes playing a sport is a
thing of the past once you get to college. There
was a void between high school graduation
and when I walked into the sports information
office. Working with media relations helped
fill that void.”

After graduating from North Carolina State
with a degree in mass communications,
Corriher worked in the Big South Conference’s
office for 21 months.
He then worked in the sports information
department at Marist College for 3 years and
then at Ohio University for four years.
All before landing in Huntington where he
has been for 11 years.
“I’ve really enjoyed the vast majority of my
time here,” Corriher said. “I’ve met so many
great people, especially in the Tri-State area;
I’m overjoyed we’ve had the opportunity to
meet those folks.”
Corriher’s job at MU as assistant athletic
director for media relations means he keeps a
stream of information and stats, so that other
media members can talk or write about the
Thundering Herd.
He is directly involved with football and
women’s basketball.
Over the course of his time here at Marshall,
the media landscape has evolved, and with it
so has his job.
“Everything is becoming more and more
digital and we’ve had to evolve here with that,”
Corriher said. “We have made tremendous
strides in that over the past few years. Our staff
has evolved in the sense that we are picking up
additional duties.”
Those additional duties include setting up
Zoom interviews for athletes because of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
As well as doing play-by-play broadcasting
for Marshall women’s basketball games, when
the team is on the road in conference play.
“That was important for me and for my own
skillset, was to continue to evolve personally
in media and how I could help support our
programs,” Corriher said.
Corriher said he enjoyed learning and being a
part of such a historic athletic program.
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Jason Corriher is the assistant athletics director for media
relations at Marshall University and oversees the sports.

“Between watching the movie (‘We are
Marshall’) and just talking with people, you
learn more and more about what Marshall
University means to the people here,” Corriher
said.
“Until you come here and until you really spend
some time here and visit with people. That’s
been the thing that I’ve treasured the most.
Getting to really tell the story of Marshall.”
Andrew Rodgers, rogers217@marshall.edu.

